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FIRST TIME IN PRINTTHE HIRED KILLER.Victor, a former assassin-for-hire, has joined forces
with a CIA special unit. His first assignment: Three strangers. Three hits. Fast and clean. Victor’s
a natural for this.THE SHADOW CONSPIRACY.It should have been simple. But with each hit
Victor is plunged deeper into an unimaginable conspiracy where no one, least of all the people
he knows, can be trusted.THE TRIPLE-CROSS YOU WON’T SEE COMING.With the stakes
growing higher by the minute, Victor realizes he’s been forced into playing a game he never
expected. Because he’s the next target. And there’s no way out.

About the AuthorTom Wood was born and raised in Staffordshire, England, and now lives in
London. He is the national bestselling author of a series of thriller novels featuring Victor the
Assassin, including The Killer, The Game and The Enemy,as well as the novella Bad Luck in
Berlin.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.ReviewINTERNATIONAL PRAISE FOR TOM
WOOD“The scenes are vivid and the plot revelations parceled out at expert intervals...An
impressively intricate thriller...Exciting.”—The New Yorker“Authentically brutal.”—Daily Telegraph
“Jack Reacher meets Thomas Crown in this electrifying thriller.”—Simon Kernick, author of Siege
“A non-stop, breathless, trimmed-to-the-bone thriller with action sequences that are absolutely
state of the art. It’s the best chase novel I’ve read in years.”—New York Times bestselling author
Joseph Finder"Wood is a name we’ll rightly hear much more about.”—Daily Mail“A superlative
fiction debut. Non-stop action that veers and twists from one explosive gun battle, betrayal and
double cross to the next...Thriller fans will be eager to see more from this bright new talent.”—
Publishers Weekly (starred review)“This book isn’t high-octane, it’s rocket fuel on steroids...”—
Crime Squad “A must for thriller fans.”—Shots Mag “Crackles like the early work of Robert
Ludlum...Wood brings an appealing and enigmatic main character into the mix, creating a
refreshing and relentless story line.”—Booklist “This bang-up thriller is just begging for the big
screen.”—Library Journal --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. ©
Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved. • Chapter 1 • Bucharest, Romania It was a good
morning to kill. Impenetrable gray clouds obscured the sun and the city beneath was dark and
quiet. Cold. Just how he liked it. He walked at a relaxed pace, in no hurry, knowing he was
making perfect time. A fine rain began to fall. Yes, a particularly good morning to kill.Ahead of
him a refuse truck made its slow way along the road, hazard light flashing orange, windshield
wipers swinging back and forth to flick away the drizzle. Refuse collectors followed the vehicle,
hands buried under armpits while they waited to reach the next pile of trash bags on the
sidewalk. They chatted and joked among themselves.He interrupted the group’s banter as he
passed through the spiraling cloud of exhaust fumes condensing in the spring air. He felt their
gaze upon him, taking in his appearance for the few short seconds before he’d gone.There was



little for them to note. He was smartly dressed—a long woolen coat over the top of a dark gray
suit, black leather gloves, thick-soled Oxford shoes. In his left hand he carried a metal briefcase.
His dark hair was short, his beard neatly trimmed. Despite the cold, only the bottom two of his
four overcoat buttons had been fastened. Just a businessman on his way to the office, they
would assume. He was a businessman of sorts, but he doubted they would guess the nature of
his uncommon profession.Behind him, a trash can clattered into the road and he looked briefly
over his shoulder to see black bags split open and refuse spilling across the asphalt. The
garbage-men groaned and rushed to gather up the trash before the wind could spread it too
far.After a short walk, the businessman arrived at a large apartment complex. It stood several
stories taller than the surrounding buildings. Balconies and satellite dishes jutted out from the
dull brown walls. He made sure not to appear rushed as he took the half-dozen steps up to the
front door. He unlocked it with his day-old key and stepped inside.There were two elevators, but
he opted for the stairs, climbing twenty-two flights to the top floor. He reached his destination
with little trace of fatigue.The corridor beyond the stairwell door was long and featureless.
Spaced at regular intervals were numbered, spyholed doors. Dirty linoleum lined the floor. The
paint on the walls was faded and chipped. The cool air smelled of strong detergent. Somewhere
a baby cried softly.At the end of the corridor, where it intersected with another, was a door
marked maintenance. He put his briefcase down, and from a pocket removed a small packet of
butter taken from a nearby diner. He unfolded the wrapper and carefully smeared the butter onto
the hinges of the door. He placed the empty wrapper back into the same pocket.From inside his
coat, he removed two small metal tools: a tension wrench and a slim, curved pick. The lock was
significantly better than most, but the businessman unlocked it in less than sixty seconds.A door
opened behind him.He slipped the lock picks back into the pocket. Someone said something in
gruff-sounding Romanian. The man with the briefcase spoke several languages, but not this one.
He stayed facing the door for a moment in case the speaker was talking to someone inside the
apartment. A slim chance, but one he had to play nevertheless.The voice called again. The
same guttural words, but louder. Impatient. His back still to the speaker, the businessman
reached inside his coat. He withdrew his right hand and kept it out of sight by his hip. He turned
side-on, to the left, to look at the resident, keeping his head tilted forward, eyes in the shadow of
his brow.A heavyset man with several days’ worth of stubble was leaning out of his front door, fat
fingers white on the frame. A cigarette hung from thick lips. He looked over the man with the
briefcase and removed the cigarette from his mouth with a shaking hand. Ash fell from the end
and on to the marked linoleum.He swayed as he spoke again, words slow and slurred. A drunk,
then. No threat.The businessman ignored him, picked up his briefcase and moved down the
adjoining corridor, walking away from the drunk before he made any more noise. When a door
clicked shut behind him, he stopped and silently retraced his steps, peered around the corner,
saw no one and placed the 9 mm Beretta 92F handgun back inside his overcoat. He reset the
safety with his thumb.Total darkness enshrouded the room on the other side of the maintenance
door. Water dripped somewhere unseen. The businessman flicked on a slim flashlight. The



narrow beam illuminated the room—bare brick walls, pipework, boxes, a metal staircase along
one side. He negotiated his way across the space and ascended the stairs. His shoes were quiet
on the metal steps. At the top, a padlock secured the rust-streaked roof access door. The lock
was marginally harder to pick than the previous one.Eleven stories up, the icy wind stung his
face and every inch of exposed flesh. It subsided within a few seconds as the pressure
equalized between the stairwell and roof. He crouched to reduce his profile against the sky and
moved across the roof to the west edge. The wind was pushing the clouds northward, letting the
glow of the rising sun spread across the city. Bucharest extended out in front of him, slowly
awakening. Present location aside, a particularly beautiful city. This was his first visit, and he
hoped his work would bring him back before too long.He turned his attention to his briefcase,
unlocked it and opened it flat. Inside, a sheet of thick foam rubber surrounded the disassembled
Heckler & Koch MSG-9. He removed the barrel first and attached it to the body of the rifle. Next,
he fixed the Hensoldt scope in place, followed by the stock and finally the twenty-round box
magazine. He folded down the bipod and rested the weapon on the roof’s low parapet.Through
the scope he saw a 10x magnification of the city—buildings, cars, people. For fun, he positioned
the crosshairs over a young woman’s head and, anticipating her movements to keep her reticule
in place, tracked her as she sipped her morning coffee. She passed beneath the branches of a
tree and he lost her. Lucky girl, he thought with a rare smile. He took his eye from the sight,
repositioned the rifle and looked through the scope once more.This time he saw the entrance to
the Grand Plaza Hotel on Dorobantilor Avenue. The eighteen-story building had a modern
façade, all glass and stainless steel, appearing both strong and sleek at the same time. The
businessman had stayed in several hotels of the Howard Johnson chain while plying his trade
around the globe, but not this particular one. If the Grand Plaza met the reasonable to-high
standards of the rest of the franchise, he imagined the target would have enjoyed a pleasant
stay. He thought it only fitting that the condemned man should get a good night’s sleep before
his morning execution.The man with the rifle took a laser rangefinder from his briefcase and
aimed the beam at the hotel entrance, finding it exactly six hundred and four yards away in
central Bucharest. Well within acceptable range, and only six yards under his estimate. He
rotated the elevation wheel to correct for the distance and elevation.Outside the hotel entrance,
a craggy-faced doorman revealed his bad teeth by yawning. Close to him, tied to a nearby
streetlight, a purple ribbon fluttered in the breeze. The man with the rifle watched it for a moment,
calculating the wind speed. Five, maybe five-and-a-quarter miles per hour. He adjusted the
Hensoldt’s windage wheel, wondering how long it would be before someone realized the
significance of the seemingly innocuous ribbon. Maybe no one ever would.He adjusted the
scope’s power ring, decreasing the magnification to see a wider view of the hotel. There were
few other people nearby. Some pedestrians, the occasional guest, but no mass of people. This
was good. His marksmanship was excellent, but with just seconds to make the kill, he required a
clear line of sight. He had no compunction about shooting whoever was unfortunate enough to
stand between the bullet and its true mark, but such killings tended to give targets advance



warning of their own impending demise, and as long as the target wasn’t mentally deficient, they
moved.The man with the rifle checked his watch. Today’s unfortunate subject was due to appear
shortly, if the itinerary included with the dossier was accurate. The businessman had no reason
to doubt his client-supplied information.Another adjustment of the scope and he saw the entire
width of the hotel’s front side and two-thirds of the way up its single tower. Light from the rising
sun reflected off the windows of the top three floors within the scope’s view.The rain had ceased
by the time a limousine pulled onto the hotel’s drive from the adjoining road and stopped outside
the main entrance. A large white guy dressed in a beige overcoat and dark jeans climbed out
and ascended the steps with the brisk efficiency of a bodyguard. His head swept back and forth,
fast but efficient, gaze registering every nearby person, assessing for threats and finding
none.The man with the rifle felt his heart rate begin to speed up as the time grew rapidly closer.
He breathed deeply to stop it climbing too high and negatively affecting his aim. He waited.After
a minute, the bodyguard reappeared and took up position midway down the steps. He looked
around before gesturing back up at the entrance. In a few seconds the target would come into
view. According to the dossier, the target—a Ukrainian—typically traveled with several
bodyguards who would naturally have stayed at the same hotel. The bodyguards were all ex-
military or ex-intelligence, who would no doubt surround the Ukrainian and make an otherwise
completely clear shot difficult.The man with the rifle had selected the MSG-9 because it was
semi-automatic and would allow him to fire several times inside of just a few seconds. The 7.62
× 51 mm full-metal-jacketed rounds carried enough power to pass through a human body and
still kill someone standing behind, and these particular bullets incorporated a tungsten
penetrator to account for the body armor the target and his guards would likely wear. A wall of
flesh two-armored-men thick could shield the Ukrainian and he would still die.Before the
businessman could zoom in closer to prepare for the shot, a tiny flicker of light from a window of
the hotel’s thirteenth floor caught his attention. He quickly raised the barrel of the MSG-9,
angling up the scope to check out the light source. He feared a guest was better enjoying the
view of the city through a telescope or pair of binoculars. From an elevated position they might
inadvertently spot him, and if so, he would have to forget about the contract and make a quick
escape. No point completing the kill if the police apprehended him afterward.Once the reticule
centered over the window he increased the magnification of the scope, and saw the source of
the flicker was not the reflection of sunlight on the lenses of binoculars or a telescope but a rifle
scope like his own.A suppressed muzzle flash transformed the businessman’s surprise to alarm
for the two-thirds of a second it took for the bullet to reach his head.Pink mist swirled in the air.--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Praise for The Enemy“Tom Wood has done his research and it shows. Tactical accuracy, globe-
trotting locales, and plenty of twists to keep you guessing to the last page. The Enemy makes
James Bond look like a wannabe.”—Brad Taylor, national bestselling author of Enemy of Mine“A
hard-hitting and exceedingly smart thriller that races along with intensity and intrigue. Wood
grabs the reader from the opening scene and delivers a powerhouse of a novel with equal
measures of high-octane action and fascinating details…. Fans of Lee Child and Vince Flynn will
not want to miss The Enemy.”—Mark Greaney, national bestselling author of The Gray
ManInternational Praise for Tom Wood’s Work“An impressively intricate thriller…exciting.”—The
New Yorker“Jack Reacher meets Thomas Crown in this electrifying thriller.”—Simon Kernick,
international bestselling author of Siege“A nonstop, breathless, trimmed-to-the-bone thriller with
action sequences that are absolutely state-of-the-art. It’s the best chase novel I’ve read in
years.”—New York Times bestselling author Joseph Finder“A superlative fiction debut. Nonstop
action that veers and twists from one explosive gun battle, betrayal, and double-cross to the
next…. Thriller fans will be eager to see more from this bright new talent.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review)“A must for thriller fans.”—Shots“Crackles like the early work of Robert Ludlum….
Wood brings an appealing and enigmatic main character into the mix, creating a refreshing and
relentless story line.”—Booklist“This bang-up thriller is just begging for the big screen.”—Library
JournalAlso by Tom WoodThe KillerBad Luck in Berlin(A Penguin Special)THEENEMY•••TOM
WOODSIGNETPublished by the Penguin GroupPenguin Group (USA) Inc., 375 Hudson
Street,New York, New York 10014, USAUSA | Canada | UK | Ireland | Australia | New Zealand |
India | South Africa | ChinaPenguin Books Ltd., Registered Offices: 80 Strand, London WC2R
0RL, England.For information about the Penguin Group visit penguin.com.Published by Signet,
an imprint of New American Library, a division of Penguin Group (USA) Inc. This is an authorized
reprint of an edition published by Sphere. For information address Sphere, an imprint of Little,
Brown Book Group; 100 Victoria Embankment; London, England EC4Y 0DY.Copyright © Tom
Hinshelwood, 2012Excerpt from The Game copyright © Tom Hinshelwood, 2013All rights
reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced, scanned, or distributed in any printed or
electronic form without permission. Please do not participate in or encourage piracy of
copyrighted materials in violation of the author’s rights. Purchase only authorized
editions.REGISTERED TRADEMARK—MARCA REGISTRADAPUBLISHER’S NOTEThis is a
work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the product of the author’s
imagination or are used fictitiously, and any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead,
business establishments, events, or locales is entirely coincidental.The publisher does not have
any control over and does not assume any responsibility for author or third-party Web sites or
their content.Version_3For Michael,brother and friendTable of ContentsChapter 1Chapter
2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter
11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter
19Chapter 20Chapter 21Chapter 22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter
27Chapter 28Chapter 29Chapter 30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter



35Chapter 36Chapter 37Chapter 38Chapter 39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter
43Chapter 44Chapter 45Chapter 46Chapter 47Chapter 48Chapter 49Chapter 50Chapter
51Chapter 52Chapter 53Chapter 54Chapter 55Chapter 56Chapter 57Chapter 58Chapter
59Chapter 60Chapter 61Chapter 62Chapter 63Chapter 64Chapter 65AcknowledgmentsExcerpt
from The Game• Chapter 1 •Bucharest, RomaniaIt was a good morning to kill. Impenetrable gray
clouds obscured the sun and the city beneath was dark and quiet. Cold. Just how he liked it. He
walked at a relaxed pace, in no hurry, knowing he was making perfect time. A fine rain began to
fall. Yes, a particularly good morning to kill.Ahead of him a refuse truck made its slow way along
the road, hazard light flashing orange, windshield wipers swinging back and forth to flick away
the drizzle. Refuse collectors followed the vehicle, hands buried under armpits while they waited
to reach the next pile of trash bags on the sidewalk. They chatted and joked among
themselves.He interrupted the group’s banter as he passed through the spiraling cloud of
exhaust fumes condensing in the spring air. He felt their gaze upon him, taking in his
appearance for the few short seconds before he’d gone.There was little for them to note. He was
smartly dressed—a long woolen coat over the top of a dark gray suit, black leather gloves, thick-
soled Oxford shoes. In his left hand he carried a metal briefcase. His dark hair was short, his
beard neatly trimmed. Despite the cold, only the bottom two of his four overcoat buttons had
been fastened. Just a businessman on his way to the office, they would assume. He was a
businessman of sorts, but he doubted they would guess the nature of his uncommon
profession.Behind him, a trash can clattered into the road and he looked briefly over his
shoulder to see black bags split open and refuse spilling across the asphalt. The garbagemen
groaned and rushed to gather up the trash before the wind could spread it too far.After a short
walk, the businessman arrived at a large apartment complex. It stood several stories taller than
the surrounding buildings. Balconies and satellite dishes jutted out from the dull brown walls. He
made sure not to appear rushed as he took the half-dozen steps up to the front door. He
unlocked it with his day-old key and stepped inside.There were two elevators, but he opted for
the stairs, climbing twenty-two flights to the top floor. He reached his destination with little trace
of fatigue.The corridor beyond the stairwell door was long and featureless. Spaced at regular
intervals were numbered, spyholed doors. Dirty linoleum lined the floor. The paint on the walls
was faded and chipped. The cool air smelled of strong detergent. Somewhere a baby cried
softly.At the end of the corridor, where it intersected with another, was a door marked
maintenance. He put his briefcase down, and from a pocket removed a small packet of butter
taken from a nearby diner. He unfolded the wrapper and carefully smeared the butter onto the
hinges of the door. He placed the empty wrapper back into the same pocket.From inside his
coat, he removed two small metal tools: a tension wrench and a slim, curved pick. The lock was
significantly better than most, but the businessman unlocked it in less than sixty seconds.A door
opened behind him.He slipped the lock picks back into the pocket. Someone said something in
gruff-sounding Romanian. The man with the briefcase spoke several languages, but not this one.
He stayed facing the door for a moment in case the speaker was talking to someone inside the



apartment. A slim chance, but one he had to play nevertheless.The voice called again. The
same guttural words, but louder. Impatient. His back still to the speaker, the businessman
reached inside his coat. He withdrew his right hand and kept it out of sight by his hip. He turned
side-on, to the left, to look at the resident, keeping his head tilted forward, eyes in the shadow of
his brow.A heavyset man with several days’ worth of stubble was leaning out of his front door, fat
fingers white on the frame. A cigarette hung from thick lips. He looked over the man with the
briefcase and removed the cigarette from his mouth with a shaking hand. Ash fell from the end
and on to the marked linoleum.He swayed as he spoke again, words slow and slurred. A drunk,
then. No threat.The businessman ignored him, picked up his briefcase and moved down the
adjoining corridor, walking away from the drunk before he made any more noise. When a door
clicked shut behind him, he stopped and silently retraced his steps, peered around the corner,
saw no one and placed the 9 mm Beretta 92F handgun back inside his overcoat. He reset the
safety with his thumb.Total darkness enshrouded the room on the other side of the maintenance
door. Water dripped somewhere unseen. The businessman flicked on a slim flashlight. The
narrow beam illuminated the room—bare brick walls, pipework, boxes, a metal staircase along
one side. He negotiated his way across the space and ascended the stairs. His shoes were quiet
on the metal steps. At the top, a padlock secured the rust-streaked roof access door. The lock
was marginally harder to pick than the previous one.Eleven stories up, the icy wind stung his
face and every inch of exposed flesh. It subsided within a few seconds as the pressure
equalized between the stairwell and roof. He crouched to reduce his profile against the sky and
moved across the roof to the west edge. The wind was pushing the clouds northward, letting the
glow of the rising sun spread across the city. Bucharest extended out in front of him, slowly
awakening. Present location aside, a particularly beautiful city. This was his first visit, and he
hoped his work would bring him back before too long.He turned his attention to his briefcase,
unlocked it and opened it flat. Inside, a sheet of thick foam rubber surrounded the disassembled
Heckler & Koch MSG-9. He removed the barrel first and attached it to the body of the rifle. Next,
he fixed the Hensoldt scope in place, followed by the stock and finally the twenty-round box
magazine. He folded down the bipod and rested the weapon on the roof’s low parapet.Through
the scope he saw a 10x magnification of the city—buildings, cars, people. For fun, he positioned
the crosshairs over a young woman’s head and, anticipating her movements to keep her reticule
in place, tracked her as she sipped her morning coffee. She passed beneath the branches of a
tree and he lost her. Lucky girl, he thought with a rare smile. He took his eye from the sight,
repositioned the rifle and looked through the scope once more.This time he saw the entrance to
the Grand Plaza Hotel on Dorobantilor Avenue. The eighteen-story building had a modern
façade, all glass and stainless steel, appearing both strong and sleek at the same time. The
businessman had stayed in several hotels of the Howard Johnson chain while plying his trade
around the globe, but not this particular one. If the Grand Plaza met the reasonable-to-high
standards of the rest of the franchise, he imagined the target would have enjoyed a pleasant
stay. He thought it only fitting that the condemned man should get a good night’s sleep before



his morning execution.The man with the rifle took a laser rangefinder from his briefcase and
aimed the beam at the hotel entrance, finding it exactly six hundred and four yards away in
central Bucharest. Well within acceptable range, and only six yards under his estimate. He
rotated the elevation wheel to correct for the distance and elevation.Outside the hotel entrance,
a craggy-faced doorman revealed his bad teeth by yawning. Close to him, tied to a nearby
streetlight, a purple ribbon fluttered in the breeze. The man with the rifle watched it for a moment,
calculating the wind speed. Five, maybe five-and-a-quarter miles per hour. He adjusted the
Hensoldt’s windage wheel, wondering how long it would be before someone realized the
significance of the seemingly innocuous ribbon. Maybe no one ever would.He adjusted the
scope’s power ring, decreasing the magnification to see a wider view of the hotel. There were
few other people nearby. Some pedestrians, the occasional guest, but no mass of people. This
was good. His marksmanship was excellent, but with just seconds to make the kill, he required a
clear line of sight. He had no compunction about shooting whoever was unfortunate enough to
stand between the bullet and its true mark, but such killings tended to give targets advance
warning of their own impending demise, and as long as the target wasn’t mentally deficient, they
moved.The man with the rifle checked his watch. Today’s unfortunate subject was due to appear
shortly, if the itinerary included with the dossier was accurate. The businessman had no reason
to doubt his client-supplied information.Another adjustment of the scope and he saw the entire
width of the hotel’s front side and two-thirds of the way up its single tower. Light from the rising
sun reflected off the windows of the top three floors within the scope’s view.The rain had ceased
by the time a limousine pulled onto the hotel’s drive from the adjoining road and stopped outside
the main entrance. A large white guy dressed in a beige overcoat and dark jeans climbed out
and ascended the steps with the brisk efficiency of a bodyguard. His head swept back and forth,
fast but efficient, gaze registering every nearby person, assessing for threats and finding
none.The man with the rifle felt his heart rate begin to speed up as the time grew rapidly closer.
He breathed deeply to stop it climbing too high and negatively affecting his aim. He waited.After
a minute, the bodyguard reappeared and took up position midway down the steps. He looked
around before gesturing back up at the entrance. In a few seconds the target would come into
view. According to the dossier, the target—a Ukrainian—typically traveled with several
bodyguards who would naturally have stayed at the same hotel. The bodyguards were all ex-
military or ex-intelligence, who would no doubt surround the Ukrainian and make an otherwise
completely clear shot difficult.The man with the rifle had selected the MSG-9 because it was
semi-automatic and would allow him to fire several times inside of just a few seconds. The 7.62
× 51 mm full-metal-jacketed rounds carried enough power to pass through a human body and
still kill someone standing behind, and these particular bullets incorporated a tungsten
penetrator to account for the body armor the target and his guards would likely wear. A wall of
flesh two-armored-men thick could shield the Ukrainian and he would still die.Before the
businessman could zoom in closer to prepare for the shot, a tiny flicker of light from a window of
the hotel’s thirteenth floor caught his attention. He quickly raised the barrel of the MSG-9,



angling up the scope to check out the light source. He feared a guest was better enjoying the
view of the city through a telescope or pair of binoculars. From an elevated position they might
inadvertently spot him, and if so, he would have to forget about the contract and make a quick
escape. No point completing the kill if the police apprehended him afterward.Once the reticule
centered over the window he increased the magnification of the scope, and saw the source of
the flicker was not the reflection of sunlight on the lenses of binoculars or a telescope but a rifle
scope like his own.A suppressed muzzle flash transformed the businessman’s surprise to alarm
for the two-thirds of a second it took for the bullet to reach his head.Pink mist swirled in the air.•
Chapter 2 •Victor watched the body fall out of sight and took his eye away from the scope as the
crack of the shot slowly faded into nothingness. The rifle’s long sound suppressor had negated
the muzzle report but could do nothing to stop the sonic boom emitted when the bullet broke the
sound barrier. Though a person with the right ear would know a shot had been fired, without the
accompanying muzzle blast and flash its point of origin would be all but impossible to decipher.
Subsonic ammunition would have eliminated most of the sound, only it was windy in Bucharest,
and at a distance of six hundred yards, Victor didn’t trust the slower round’s accuracy.The hotel
room window hadn’t opened far enough for his purposes so Victor had unscrewed the pane. As
a result it was cold inside the room, but the flow of air would help disperse the tang of cordite.
Shooting with the rifle barrel outside of the window would have helped with the smell, but it
would also have helped give him away. Only amateurs operated like that.Quickly, but not
hurrying, Victor unscrewed the suppressor from the rifle’s barrel and disassembled the weapon.
He placed the individual parts back inside the foam rubber insert of a leather briefcase. The
process took less than fifteen seconds. Using a handkerchief, he retrieved the hot brass shell
case from the floor and placed it in a pocket. He then moved the armchair he’d been sitting on
away from the window and back to its original corner. With his foot, he rubbed the depressions
from the carpet where the chair legs had rested near the window.He screwed the windowpane
back in place and used a small piece of sandpaper to smooth the heads of the screws. He
surveyed the room for signs of his presence. It was contemporary, neat and very clean. Neutral
colors. Lots of stainless steel and lightwood. No personality in the décor but no offense either.
He saw nothing to be concerned over. He hadn’t used the bed or the bathroom, or so much as
turned a tap. Hard as it had been to resist the pull of 300-thread-count sheets, the room was a
strike point—nothing more—and tasting its comforts wasn’t worth the implicit risk. Sleeping in
the same place where he fulfilled a contract was simply not how Victor conducted
business.Happy he’d left no physical evidence to tie him to the room, Victor placed the briefcase
inside a larger suitcase, closed it and exited the hotel room. His pulse was two beats per minute
above his resting heart rate. He didn’t have to worry about fingerprints as a clear silicone
solution covered his hands to prevent oil from his skin leaving prints on anything he touched.He
walked to the stairwell to avoid the security camera near the elevator and descended to the first
floor. He passed through the lobby, ignoring the commotion, with his head angled slightly
downward so the cameras there would only see his forehead and hair.Near the hotel entrance, a



tall, wide-shouldered man in jeans and a beige overcoat was speaking frantically to a similarly
sized but older man. Both looked Eastern European, Slavic—Russians or Ukrainians maybe.
The older man appeared to be in his late forties, clothed in a fine black pinstripe suit that was
perfectly cut across his large, muscular frame. He had short-cropped black hair that was gray at
the temples, and a clean-shaven face. He stood left-side-on to Victor and the jagged line of scar
tissue forming the bottom of the ear was clearly visible. There was no earlobe.Four other men
surrounded the two Slavs. All were pale-skinned Eastern Europeans, all in dark suits, all
muscular but not overly so, all with the bearing of ex-military high-end bodyguards. They formed
a tactical screen around the man in the beige overcoat and the older man in the pinstripe suit,
each looking in a different direction—overlapping fields of vision, alert, good, primary hands
hovering near their waists, ready to earn their paychecks.As Victor approached the desk he
heard the large man in the overcoat explaining in Russian why the man in the pinstripe—the VIP
—needed to wait inside. Victor pretended not to understand the topic of conversation as he
reached the front desk and stood at an angle so the nearest camera would only catch the back
of his skull.The receptionist behind the desk looked flustered, staring at the group of Slavs, and
didn’t notice Victor’s presence until he held a hand across the guy’s line of sight.“Sorry, sir,” he
said in Romanian-accented English. “How can I help you?”“I’d like to check out early,
please.”Victor gave his details, handed back his keycard, and waited for the receptionist to finish
doing whatever receptionists had to do, all the while listening to every word of the conversation
between the head bodyguard and his VIP.As he checked the bill and starting signing the
paperwork, he heard heavy footsteps approaching. Normally, Victor never allowed anyone to
walk up behind him, but conscious of the security camera, and in the process of signing out, he
couldn’t reposition himself without drawing attention to what he was doing. And the bodyguards
looked observant enough not to let such telling movements go unnoticed.As a result Victor
stood still as he finished putting his alias’s signature on the bottom of the form, and received a
predicted shove to the shoulder from the bodyguard as he arrived at the desk to bark orders at
the receptionist. Victor didn’t dodge and he didn’t resist the shove—again to preserve his cover
as a forgettable guest—but the bodyguard had to weigh two hundred and thirty useful pounds
and Victor stumbled. He recovered his footing easier than a surprised businessman might have,
but only to stop himself crashing to the floor.Before he could make an expected angry—but not
too angry—comment, he heard the man in the pinstripe suit shout, “Nikolai.”The guy in the beige
overcoat turned from the front desk to look at his boss. Victor looked too.The forty-something
VIP stormed toward his head bodyguard, the other four guards rushing to maintain a full screen
around him, five paces out, no corner of the lobby not covered by at least one set of
eyes.“Nikolai, you disrespectful brute,” the man in the pinstripe said as he drew near, “apologize
to this man immediately.”He gestured to Victor, and Victor recognized the rural Ukrainian
accent.The bodyguard called Nikolai looked at Victor and said, in inflectionless English,
“Sorry.”“It’s fine,” Victor said back.The Ukrainian in the pinstripe suit turned to him. “Forgive me,
please. My friend here has yet to be civilized. More primate than human. I do hope you’re not



hurt.”“I’m okay.”Victor took a step away, eager to end the interaction with the man whose life he
had saved. Each second here increased his risk of exposure exponentially. The Ukrainian looked
at Victor with a curious, almost intense gaze.“Oh, no,” the Ukrainian said as his gaze dropped,
“your suit.”Victor looked too, seeing the small tear in his right jacket sleeve. It must have caught
on the corner of the front desk as he stumbled.“It’s okay,” Victor said. “It can be fixed.”“No, it’s
ruined.” The Ukrainian turned to Nikolai, and said in Russian, “You stupid fuck, look what you’ve
done.” He faced Victor again. “I’m so sorry. And that’s such a nice suit too. I can see you are a
man who cares about how he dresses, as do I. I would give you money for a replacement, only I
don’t carry any quantity of cash, and who has a checkbook these days?”“There’s no need,
really,” Victor said, thinking he’d have drawn less attention to himself if he had back-flipped out of
Nikolai’s way.“There’s every need.” The Ukrainian reached into his inside jacket pocket and
produced a business card. He handed it to Victor. “I’m afraid I’m in the middle of a crisis at the
moment, otherwise I would take you for a new suit, but here’s my card. Call me and we can work
something out. If you are ever in Moscow I will have my tailor make you a suit so fine it will make
you weep.”Victor took the card. In both Cyrillic script and English, it said: Vladimir Kasakov.
There was a phone number and a Moscow office address.“That’s very kind of you, Mr. Kasakov,”
Victor replied.“Now, before my employees can do any more damage, you must excuse
me.”Victor nodded and headed to the front entrance. He didn’t turn around, but he felt eyes
watching him the whole time.•••Outside it was cold and the doorman looked far too frail to be still
doing the job at his age, especially in this weather. Victor’s gaze drifted to the eleven-story
building whose ugliness was all too apparent even at over six hundred yards. The assassin had
been right to shoot from there. Other buildings were closer, but not as well positioned to
command an uninterrupted view of the hotel entrance. Victor would have used it himself, had
their roles been reversed. He would have been more careful not to die there, however.Victor saw
his reflection in the hotel’s glass doors and noted that he didn’t look too dissimilar to the man
he’d shot. He wore a charcoal gray suit with a white shirt and sky blue tie underneath his black
overcoat. Perfect urban camouflage. His dark hair was short and not styled, his beard trimmed
short. He looked like a stockbroker or lawyer, one that kept a smart but unremarkable
appearance. He blended into the background, seldom seen, rarely noticed. Unremembered.In a
taxi, he unwrapped a stick of peppermint chewing gum and folded it into his mouth. He’d read
gum made a good substitute for cigarettes, but no matter how much he chewed he couldn’t
inhale any smoke from the stuff.He had the driver take him to Gara de Nord station where he
purchased a ticket to Constanta and boarded the train seven minutes before it was set to depart.
He left his seat six minutes later and disembarked five seconds before the doors closed and
locked. He left the station by a different exit, climbed into another taxi and told the driver to take
him to Hera˘stra˘u Park, where he walked leisurely through the park before exiting and entering
the Charles de Gaulle Plaza. He took a seat in the lobby and read a complimentary magazine
while he watched the main entrance.With no one registering on his threat radar after five
minutes, he stood and descended the stairs to the lowest level of the underground parking



garage. One of the high-speed elevators then carried him to the top floor. He went back down in
a different elevator to the fourth floor and used the stairs to return to the lobby. He left the
building by a side entrance.He walked to the closest metro station and stayed on for thirty
minutes, switching trains and doubling back on himself before changing routes and leaving at
the University of Bucharest station. After a pleasant walk through the campus, a taxi took him to
Elisabeta Boulevard near City Hall and from there he walked the short distance to the entrance
of the Cis¸migiu Gardens.The park was quiet and peaceful. He passed few people as he made
his way to the circular alley of the Rondul Român where he spent some time looking at its twelve
stone busts of famous Romanian writers while he finished his countersurveillance. His
precautions were as essential a part of fulfilling a job as squeezing the trigger. The successful
execution of a contract depended on remaining unnoticed and untraced. Nearly anyone could
kill another person, but few people could get away with it once, let alone time after time.For
years, Victor had plied his trade with complete anonymity. Working freelance, he’d killed quickly,
efficiently, silently. Those who employed him had no idea who he was. No one did. He had lived
in near isolation—no friends, no family—no one who could betray him and no one to be used
against him. It hadn’t lasted, and in hindsight, it was inevitable. He of all people should have
known nobody could remain unfound forever.When Victor was satisfied he was not being
observed, he left the Rondul Român and walked to the center of the park where a man-made
lake was located. He paused on an ornate footbridge, removed the briefcase from within the
suitcase, looked around to make sure he was alone, and discreetly dropped the briefcase into
the lake. The rifle weighed just less than fifteen pounds and sank straight to the bottom.Victor left
the park via the southeastern exit and caught a bus. He took a seat on the top level, at the back,
disembarking after half a dozen stops when he was sitting alone with no other travelers nearby.
The suitcase remained on the floor by his seat.His thoughts turned to the man whose life he had
saved. When Victor had received the contract he’d been given no information on the assassin’s
target, only that he had to survive. Had the incident in the hotel lobby not taken place, Victor
would have thought little else about him. But now Victor knew his name, and it was a name he
had heard before. Few people in Victor’s profession would not have known it. Vladimir Kasakov
was one of the biggest arms dealers on the planet, if not the biggest. He was an international
fugitive. Normally, Victor cared little about the motives behind his jobs, but he couldn’t help
wondering why his CIA employer would be so keen on saving the life of such a man.It started to
rain again and Victor increased his pace to match those of commuters around him. No one paid
him any attention. On the surface, he knew he seemed just like them—flesh and blood, skin and
bone—but he also knew that was where the similarities ended.You know what makes you
special? someone had once told him. People like you, like me, we take that thing inside us
others don’t have and we make it work for us, or we stand by and let it destroy us.And he’d spent
his life doing just that, making it work for him. But his carefully maintained existence had fallen
apart six months before and in the following maelstrom he’d fantasized about retiring, about
trying to make a normal life for himself. A fool’s hope, but that had been then. Now, even if Victor



wanted to, there was no chance he could walk away from what he did for a living.He knew his
new employer would retire him permanently if he tried.• Chapter 3 •Tunari, RomaniaSteam rose
from the washbasin. Victor turned off the hot tap and lowered the razor into the water. He’d
already used scissors to trim his beard, and he shaved with the grain of his stubble—neck first,
then cheeks, chin and finally upper lip. He was slow, careful. He couldn’t afford to walk around
with a cut or shaving rash. After smearing his skin with aftershave balm, he used a set of clippers
to cut his black hair to an even half inch.When he’d finished he looked notably different from the
man who had supposedly stayed in room 1312 of the Grand Plaza. The blue-colored contact
lenses and non-prescription glasses he’d worn had been disposed of before checking in to his
current hotel. It was a busy establishment located near to Otopeni International Airport. Far too
busy for anyone to notice one particular guest had checked out with shorter hair and minus a
beard. Victor didn’t put much faith in elaborate disguises. Unless prepared by a makeup artist
they were seldom completely convincing, especially at close range. Wigs and peeling latex were
more likely to draw attention than divert it.He performed an intense thirty-minute workout routine
consisting of bodyweight exercises and stretching. After he’d bathed, Victor sat down at the
bedroom’s small desk. He picked up a 9 mm P226 SIG Sauer and stripped it down, cleaned it
methodically, and reassembled the weapon. The gun was already clean, had never been fired,
but it relaxed him to do something so familiar.His CIA employer had supplied the SIG, like the
rifle—a Dakota Longbow. Both had been waiting in the trunk of a plain sedan left for him in the
long-stay parking lot of Otopeni International.Though Victor had to admit it made his work
considerably easier not to have to source and move his own weapons, he found the
convenience outweighed by the sense of control he relinquished in doing so. For years he had
answered to no one but himself, completely self-reliant. Now, being dependent on any person or
organization felt like a weight chained to his ankle.More important, it put him at far greater risk.
His employer not only knew whom he was going to kill and when, but also how and where he
picked up the tools to do so. With such information a route could be cut straight through his
defenses.For the time being he had little choice but to do things their way. The terms of his
employment required him to do exactly as told, when told. In return, he was well paid and his CIA
handler created a barrier between Victor and certain parties, including the rest of the CIA, who
could make his life extremely difficult before extinguishing it. Victor was also prohibited from
taking contracts from other sources and had so far honored that condition. His freelancing days
were over. He was now a CIA contractor. An expendable asset. Nothing more than a slave with a
gun.His left arm ached and he rubbed it gently. He had two thin scars—his most recent additions
—one on top of his forearm, and one below, where a blade had plunged through his flesh. It had
healed well, with no loss of dexterity, and a cosmetic surgeon had ensured the scarring was
minimal, but occasionally the wound still caused him pain.Protocol dictated that windows
remained shut and locked, and shutters, blinds or drapes closed at all times. Therefore, to look
out the window, Victor gazed through the slim opening between the drapes. It gave him a narrow
view of the world outside—a glimpse of what he had given up and could never recapture.When



he realized he was thinking about someone he’d told himself he had to forget, he removed a
small bottle of vodka from the minibar and downed it. It took all his willpower not to have
another.Victor moved the SIG to one side and got out a compact laptop computer. After it had
powered on, he entered his password and opened an Internet connection to check his Cayman
Islands bank account. He was pleased to see a very large sum of money had recently been
deposited. Victor had been paid the same amount two days prior, when he’d received the
contract. It was the way he always used to operate—half before, half afterward. This time the fee
was higher than the initially agreed terms of his employment to compensate for the job’s short
notice.Up until two days ago, Victor had been preparing for what should have been his first
assignment for the CIA. He had been told to expect a second and maybe third job soon after the
first’s completion, but then the Bucharest contract had arrived unexpectedly—killing an assassin
before he could kill a man his employer wanted to keep alive—with its strict deadline. Victor
hadn’t hesitated in accepting it, glad for the chance to get back to work and shake off the rust. It
had gone perfectly. His first job in half a year.In less than a second the gun was in his hand and
he was out of the chair.He’d heard a scream. Female. Victor moved to the door, checked the
spyhole. No one. He remained absolutely still, listening intently. He waited ten seconds, hearing
nothing further. Keeping the SIG out of his sight down by his side, he opened the door, looked
left then right. Clear.After a minute he sat back down, surprised by the strength of his reaction.
The scream could have been for any reason; someone in an adjoining room spilling coffee on
their lap or startled in the shower by a spider. Either that or it had only been in his head and he
was one more step along the road to insanity.Keeping the gun in his right hand while he used the
laptop’s touch pad with his left thumb, he navigated to the e-mail account created to receive and
send communications from his employer. Untraceable, he’d been assured. He had no reason to
think otherwise. His employer didn’t want the NSA or GCHQ intercepting his e-mail to an
internationally wanted contract killer. If nothing else, the account seemed to be immune from
spam and that alone was enough to make Victor happier than he’d been in a long time.A
message from his employer sat in the inbox. He memorized the number it contained and entered
it into the laptop’s VoIP program.The laptop’s speakers played an imitation dialing tone for the
nine seconds it took for the call to connect. The throaty baritone that answered through the
computer speakers said, “Nice to hear from you again.”Victor remained silent. He heard a click
of a tongue.“Not a man to waste words, are you?”“Evidently.”“All right,” the control said. “We can
dispense with the small talk if you like, Mr. Tesseract.”Victor had met his employer only once,
nearly seven months before. It had been in a hospital room where the choice to work for the CIA
had been offered to him, though it hadn’t been much of a choice at the time. The guy who’d
come to see him had been fat, pushing two hundred and fifty pounds, average height, mid-fifties,
graying hair, sharp eyes. He’d had the confidence and bearing of a high-ranking official but with
the manner of a former field operative. He might as well have had a badge that said Clandestine
Services. He hadn’t given his name and neither had he asked for Victor’s. Their conversation
had been brief, and Victor full of drugs, but he never forgot a face.“I don’t like that code



name.”“You don’t?” The voice sounded perplexed, almost offended. “I’m quite partial to it myself.
Despite the history it carries.”“It’s the history I don’t like.”“You’ve never struck me as the prone-to-
nightmares type.”“You have to dream to have nightmares,” Victor replied. “But like you said, that
code name has history. It’s been used before. Therefore it’s compromised. That’s why I have a
problem with it.”“Ah, I see,” his employer breathed. “You shouldn’t worry, my man. Everyone who
knows its connotations is dead.”“I don’t worry,” Victor corrected. “And what you said is inaccurate.
You’re alive.”“But you can trust me.”Victor remained silent.“You know,” his employer said, “you’d
find our arrangement a lot more palatable if you lost some of that paranoia. I might just be the
one person in the entire world you can actually trust.”“Trust is earned.”“So it is possible for me to
earn your trust?”“Let’s not get ahead of ourselves.”A moment of silence, maybe to accommodate
a smile, before the voice said, “I think you’re forgetting the circumstances in which we met. You
were wrapped up in so many bandages you should have been in a sarcophagus, not a hospital
room in the back of beyond. If I’d wanted to, I could have sent you to the morgue there and then
when it would have been quiet and convenient.”“Interesting,” Victor said, “because at the time
you told me you had no backup.”“Didn’t think I’d meet a lethal assassin all on my lonesome, did
you?”“Didn’t think I wouldn’t notice your janitor friend with his bought-that-day toolbox, did
you?”After a pause, his employer said, “I think this conversation has taken an unnecessary turn
for the worse. Let’s reset.” Another pause. “All I wanted to do was congratulate you on your good
work this morning.”“Noted.”“I know it was a rush job, and I want to apologize for your lack of lead
time. Not that it seemed to be a problem for a man of your skills.”“I told you before, my ego
doesn’t need massaging. Who was the target of the assassin I killed?”“He’s not important.”“If
he’s not important, why don’t you tell me his name?”“Because you don’t need to know.”“I thought
you might have been more original.”“It’s a cliché for a reason, my man. You concern yourself
purely with the job at hand and I’ll concern myself with everything else. So, let’s get you back on
the Farkas contract as soon as possible, okay? There’s a supplier I’d like you to liaise with.”“I
take it you can tell me this name.”“I only know him as Georg. He’s German. Operates out of
Hamburg.”“Never heard of him.”“Is that a problem?”“If I had heard of him it would have been a
problem.”“He’s not Agency, and he’s not an asset. But he is a fixer, and he deals in what you
need. I’ve just sent you some supplementary materials. Should be in your in-box any second.”“I
have them.” Victor opened the attachment and began absorbing the information.“Good. Georg is
expecting your call, so read the files, and drop him a line.”“It says here I’ll need to meet with him
in Hamburg.”“Is that an issue?”“One, I never meet anyone directly connected with what I do for a
living unless I also plan to kill them, and two, Hamburg is Georg’s turf. I’ve never heard of him;
you know nothing about him. Me going to him gives him the perfect opportunity for dishonest
trading.”“I can assure you of Georg’s quality and reliability.”“Yet you only know his first name.”“He
comes highly recommended.”“I prefer to reserve my own judgment.”“I hate to break this to you,
pal, but you don’t work for yourself any longer, and the kind of jobs I need doing will require you
to come from under your rock once in a while and interact with the world. I’m not paying you to
just pull a trigger.”“Which is good, because if you pull a trigger you’re going to miss. You want to



hit your target, you squeeze it.”“Putting the correct use of firearms to one side, I need the Farkas
contract fulfilled in a very specific manner. To do that you’re going to have to meet Georg. If you
don’t like that, you’re shit out of luck.”“Don’t curse in my presence.”“Was that a joke?”“When I
make a joke you won’t have to ask for confirmation.”“All right,” the control said with a breath, “I
didn’t figure you as the conservative type, but I guess I can watch my language.”“No blasphemy
either.”A laugh. “Now I know you’re joking.”Victor remained silent.“Okay,” the control said,
drawing the word out slowly, before adding, “No swearing, no blasphemy. I’ll work on that. You
work on your attitude. But if being employed by me is so problematic for you, then after you’ve
completed these three jobs we can go our separate ways. No hard feelings.”“Very charitable of
you,” Victor said. “But with the inclusion of the Bucharest job it will have been four contracts, not
three.”“True,” the voice agreed, “and if that’s how you’re going to be, then I should remind you
that after the little circus show you partook in last November there are a lot of folks out there who
would like nothing more than to see your head atop a spike. Considering the lengths I’ve gone to
in order to keep you out of the crosshairs of several intelligence services, not least of all in
Russia and the US, I would have expected a little more gratitude.”“I would have sent a card, only
I don’t have your name or address. Would you like to give me your name and address?”His
employer laughed briefly. “For some reason I don’t think that would be a particularly smart idea,
do you?” He didn’t wait for an answer. “If protecting you isn’t enough, I guess you’ve forgotten
that I’ve already scratched your back at the beginning of this arrangement in handing over a
certain individual.”“I haven’t forgotten,” Victor said through a tight mouth. He tried, without
success, to stop his thoughts taking the inevitable path.“Good, because now it’s time to return
the favor.” A long pause. “Or was I wrong to take you as the kind of man who honors his
word?”Victor answered, “That’s the only way left in which I have honor,” and disconnected the
call.There was no need for good-byes. Such courtesy was the benefit of friends alone. And years
had passed since Victor had anyone who could be considered a true friend. The last person who
had approached that mantle had helped organize an attempt on his life. Victor would never make
that mistake again.But when his employer knew so much about him and his enemies, Victor had
to be careful to keep his paymaster happy. He also knew that when these kind of jobs went
wrong the people involved in them tended to prematurely expire. Victor was well aware that his
usefulness could run out without warning and any arrangement made for him could be a
potential ambush. But Victor had been honest about keeping his word. He would pay off his
debt.Outside the hotel, he walked for a while until he found a payphone. He dialed the Hamburg
number he’d been given. A woman answered in German. She had the voice of a long-term
heavy smoker.“Yes?”“Georg, please,” he said.She coughed and thirty seconds passed before a
male voice spoke. “Yes?”“We have a mutual acquaintance,” Victor said. “They tell me you have
something for me.”“At nine p.m. tomorrow get ferry line sixty-two from Landungsbrücken to
Finkenwerder. Take a copy of the Hamburger Abendblatt with you. Keep it in your left hand. Stay
on the top deck, port side. Don’t bring any weapons.”The line went dead before he could
respond.Victor replaced the receiver. He did not conduct business this way. If arrangements



could not be made without a face-to-face, they should be conducted in a neutral location. A ferry
could be construed as neutral, but the meeting wouldn’t take place there. Someone would get on
and lead him to where Georg waited. That would certainly not be a neutral location. Alternatively,
if anything went wrong, the ferry would be a floating trap.Back in the hotel room, Victor reset the
chair wedged under the door handle, checked the SIG was loaded, tucked it into the front of his
waistband and, fully dressed, lay down on the bed atop the covers. Three more jobs and he
could have his life back. Whatever that equated to.He thought about the scream until he fell
asleep.• Chapter 4 •Athens, GreeceAt the same time, approximately nine hundred and fifty miles
southeast, Xavier Callo was trying to hide his growing erection from the six feet of blonde
Norwegian hotness he’d somehow managed to pick up. The American had set the trap perfectly
and she’d fallen straight into it. He’d been sitting at one of the bar’s tables, sipping Krug and
tipping the waitresses with a fifty-euro note every time they so much as wiped his table. It was
one of his best tactics. Waitresses liked tips, and they liked ridiculously huge tips even more.
When such tips came along, they told people about them. People told other people and before
long every gold-digger was looking at the small, balding guy sitting alone in the corner.The bar
had a load of modern art on the walls that looked like something Callo’s niece might make after
too much candy. There were no chairs around the tables. Instead there were cushioned stools
that were as uncomfortable as they appeared. Behind the bar itself was a huge array of bottles
neatly aligned and backlit. They glowed hypnotically to Callo’s ever more inebriated brain.Before
the blonde had arrived, Callo had let a couple of skanks swoon over him, but when the
statuesque Viking goddess appeared through the bar’s door he shooed them away. Callo liked
tall women, which he knew was a good thing being much closer to five feet than six, but most of
the girls he ended up with only had a few inches on him. In stiletto heels, the Norwegian beauty
dwarfed him.She was on the seat next to him solely because of the money he was flashing, but
Callo didn’t care. What mattered was that she wanted him. She was a good talker too, classy,
and she loved that he was American. She wanted to hear everything about him. Where did he
live? What did he do for a living? Did he have a family? What was he doing in Athens? What did
he like to do for fun?“I’m a diamond merchant,” Callo slurred. “I live all over. I’ve got an ex-wife but
no kids. I’m in Athens to unwind and I like doing all sorts of things.”“Oh, wow,” the blonde said,
inching closer. “I love diamonds. They’re so sexy.”Her English was flawless and she didn’t have a
Norwegian accent that Callo could detect. Not that he knew what one sounded like. She liked
her champagne too and had Callo order another magnum, but he seemed to be doing most of
the drinking. He’d only known her for twenty minutes but he was sure he loved her.When she
whispered into his ear and asked him if he wanted to go back to her place, he knew he was in for
the night of his life. He followed her out to the street. The bar was in downtown Athens and
overlooked the sea. Callo loved it in the Greek islands and always visited after a big diamond
sale.He let the blonde hail a cab while he kept an arm around her slim waist for support. Taxis
were usually a bitch to get late at night in this part of town, even at weekends, but one pulled up
in front of them straightaway. He remembered his manners and held the door open for the



Norwegian. She slid onto the seat elegantly and Callo stumbled in after her.The driver didn’t ask
where they were going and the blonde didn’t tell him, but the taxi pulled away regardless. Callo
tried to put his arm around the blonde but she shrugged it off. She opened her purse and took
something out.By the time Callo realized it was a hypodermic syringe, the Norwegian was
already stabbing him in the thigh. She gave him an angry stare.“Pervert,” she hissed.“What
the…?”He tried to keep speaking but the words wouldn’t come out. His head felt heavy and
flopped forward. He couldn’t move his limbs.He remembered nothing after that.• Chapter 5
•Hamburg, GermanyHamburger Kunsthalle was open until 9 p.m. on Thursdays, so Victor spent
an hour perusing the art hanging in the various galleries while he checked for surveillance. When
he was sure no one was watching him, Victor lingered in the Gallery of Old Masters for his own
pleasure, before buying a takeout coffee at the Kunsthalle’s tastefully decorated Café
Liebermann, and left.The art gallery sat overlooking the Elbe and Victor walked the short
distance along the riverbank to the ferry port.He boarded behind an elderly couple who moved
slower than he would have believed possible, waiting patiently until he had room to walk past. He
took the rolled-up newspaper from a pocket of his overcoat, unrolled it and kept it in his left hand.
In his right hand he held his coffee cup. After climbing the steps to the top deck, he found a spot
on the port side from which he could watch the steps without being obvious. He counted twenty-
two passengers.The vessel was just under ninety feet long and twenty-four feet wide. Smaller
than he’d expected. Good. Too small for anything to happen. If there was an ambush waiting for
him, it wouldn’t take place here.The waters of the Elbe were black like the sky above them. The
horn sounded and the ferry pulled away. Victor pretended to be just another uninterested
passenger while he studied the other people onboard. He was dealing with criminals, not trained
operatives, and he saw nobody who could be either.At each stop, he watched who embarked.
The ferry was used by a range of people, some on their way back from work, others on their way
out for the night, tourists, a few on the way to the night shift. He paid attention to anyone who
wasn’t young or old, but no one gave him reason enough to watch closely. A couple sitting
across from Victor had no inhibitions about expressing their affection for one another. He did his
best to ignore them.At the fifth stop three people boarded, of which a lone man registered on
Victor’s radar. The man ascended the steps and with no subtlety paused to look around at the
other passengers. He wore loose jeans and a long leather jacket. His square face was etched
with purpose. After waiting too long to avoid being noticed he sat down in front of Victor.“Get off
at the next stop and follow me,” the man said without turning around.At least you did that right,
Victor thought.Victor disembarked at the next stop. He abandoned the newspaper and switched
the coffee cup to his left hand. In the distance, moonlit clouds silhouetted the harbor’s tall metal
cranes. The air was cold. Victor’s suit jacket was unbuttoned. He had no gun to draw but it was
easier to fight or run without a jacket than with.The man in the leather jacket didn’t wait for him.
He was already walking along the riverside in the direction of the harbor. He walked fast, his
strides as purposeful as his face had been. Victor didn’t follow immediately but spent a moment
observing the area. No one nearby.Victor followed at the same pace as his guide to maintain the



distance between them. He didn’t know where he was being led to or what awaited him when he
arrived, so a little space between them was a necessary precaution. When his guide reached
their destination, Victor would have some time to analyze the situation while he caught up.They
turned away from the river and along a canal that ran between huge warehouses with tall,
arched windows. There were few streetlights and the area was quiet and dark. The sound of
traffic was in the distance. Victor’s gaze swept back and forth, down and up, continually
evaluating the environment for signs of an ambush and advantages to exploit in the event of
one.Working on the assumption that the guide was right-handed like ninety percent of the world,
if he drew a gun, he would naturally turn around in the opposite direction of his dominant hand to
shoot at someone walking behind him. It was quicker that way. So Victor walked behind and to
the right to maximize the turning distance, and therefore his own warning.Up ahead the man
stopped near a wide alleyway. He turned to face Victor and waited for him to catch up. Victor
decreased his pace, watching, listening. When he stopped before his guide, the other man
gestured to the alleyway. Victor waited.“Down there,” the man said. His hands were in the
pockets of his coat.Victor didn’t move.The guide remained stationary for a moment. “I said down
there.”“I heard you the first time.”The purposeful face showed understanding. “Don’t like people
walking behind you?”“No,” Victor admitted.The man nodded thoughtfully. “That’s smart.”He took
his hands from his pockets and walked first into the alleyway. He didn’t look back. Victor followed
after a few seconds. There was nowhere to run or hide in the confined space of the alleyway so
Victor stayed close his guide. If he pulled a gun, Victor wanted to be near enough to grab it.Fifty
feet down the alley, the man stopped again. He used a key to unlock a metal door set into one of
the warehouses. Hinges squealed.“Here we are,” he said.The guide looked at Victor, gave a
knowing smile when Victor didn’t move, and then stepped through first.Victor followed.•••Inside,
fluorescent ceilings lights illuminated a vast open space full of stacked crates and boxes. The air
was cool and damp, smelling faintly of mold, rotting wood and marzipan. Victor stayed close to
the guide. There were no people that he could see or hear.The guide led Victor to the far side of
the warehouse, heaved across the metal shutter of a freight elevator and stepped inside. He
closed the shutter after Victor entered and pressed the button for the third floor. It took a few
seconds for the aging machine to come to life and squeaks and clanks accompanied their
ascent. They left the odor of marzipan behind but the smell of mold and rotting wood deepened.
Victor tilted his head to the left and then right to crack his neck.He saw their legs first. Two pairs
of boots and faded blue jeans standing near each other. He could hear one partway through
telling a joke—something about a prostitute and a vacuum cleaner. He stopped speaking before
the punch line as Victor came into view. Of the two, he was obviously the muscle, six-four and
around two-twenty or -thirty. An even layer of stubble covered his head, chin and cheeks.A
woman stood close to the muscle. She was in her forties, five-nine, average build, lank black hair
hanging over her ears. Her weighty duffel coat was buttoned all the way up. Victor smelled
cigarette smoke and felt his mouth water. Four stubs lay crushed out by their feet.The shutters
clattered open. Victor stepped out, surveyed the level. Fewer boxes and crates than the ground



floor, more open spaces. Empty metal shelving units, metal pillars. Old cement sacks lay in one
corner, a stack of dust-covered plastic sheeting near the woman. The air was damp.Three banks
of fluorescent strip lights, of which only the middle bank was switched on, hung at regular
intervals from the ceiling. There were no covers, just bare tubes, some burned out. Just enough
light to illuminate the center of the warehouse level. The floor to Victor’s left and right faded into
darkness except where the arched windows were set.Victor noted the ways in and out. On the
wall on the far side of the woman and the muscle, a sign above a half-open metal door denoted
it as a fire exit. Along the same wall, near a stained stainless-steel sink, another opening led
through to an adjoining room. Sickly green and flaking paint covered the far wall. Dirt and grease
smeared the bricks and filled the gaps between them. In places long cracks cut through the
mortar.The guide stood near the elevator. Victor walked forward. The flooring was narrow planks
of wood. Some were cracked, loose, warped or missing entirely. Victor felt soft, rotting boards
under his shoes and took a step to more solid footing. He positioned himself so he could keep
the guide within his peripheral vision while he faced the woman.For a long moment no one
spoke. Victor assessed the woman and her hulking friend, as he knew he was likewise
assessed. What they made of him, he didn’t know. Victor was careful with his body language and
facial expression to convey no threat while projecting no weakness.“You must be the buyer,” the
woman said eventually.Her voice betrayed a measure of surprise. Whatever the woman had
been expecting, Victor knew he wasn’t it.He nodded. “And you must be Georg.”“Not my real
name, of course.”“Of course,” Victor echoed.Georg said, “You’re not what I was expecting.”“I
know.”The overhead lighting created deep shadows under Georg’s cheekbones, nose, bottom
lip. Her eyes were almost invisible in the darkness of their sockets.“Are you carrying any
weapons?” she asked.“Not unless you count my coffee.”Georg’s thin lips stretched outward
slightly. “That’s good,” she said. “But I have to say I’m more concerned about firearms than I am
hot beverages.”“I have no gun.”“You’ll have to forgive me if I don’t take your word for it.” She
raised a gloved hand, motioning to the muscle while her gaze stayed locked on Victor. “Make
sure he’s telling the truth.”The huge guy next to Georg strode toward Victor, eyes narrowed, thick
jaw clenched, elbows bent outward as though he was so laden with muscle he couldn’t walk any
other way. The effort to intimidate was basic at best, especially when as he got closer it became
apparent that a quarter of the bulk was made up of fat. Victor kept the observation to himself.He
stood still as large hands patted him down around the legs, arms and torso. He noticed the
muscle had a .45 caliber Colt tucked into his jeans, hidden but not well enough. He gestured for
Victor to raise his arms, and he did. When the search had finished, the muscle walked back over
to Georg.“He’s clean.”“I’m glad to hear that,” Georg said to Victor. “It would have been very bad
for you had we found anything.”“I can imagine.”“Your German’s excellent,” Georg said, taking two
steps closer. “But you’re not German. What are you, American?”“Sometimes,” he
answered.Lines deepened in Georg’s forehead. “You’re really not what I was expecting.”“You
said that once already.”“Let me explain myself.”Victor brought the cup to his lips and
swallowed.“In my line of work I meet all kinds of people, all different, but what I get for them tells



me a lot about who they are. Let’s take you, for example. You don’t have to say what you do for a
living as what you’re buying might as well be a business card.”Victor remained stationary and
silent. He didn’t know where Georg was headed, and he didn’t care, but it seemed polite not to
interrupt.“I’m not sure what the correct euphemism is these days but I’ve dealt with your kind
before,” Georg continued. “Not often, but more than a few times. And when I have I’ve always
been able to analyze that person completely within seconds of us meeting. It’s not difficult. They
try so hard to make out they’re fearsome when they’re actually not, else they really are that scary
and they don’t need to try.” She paused. “But you’re neither.”“I’ll take that as a compliment.”“I’m
not sure I meant it as one.”“I’ll still take it as a compliment.”Georg stepped closer and stared hard
at Victor. Her eyes were bloodshot, pupils dilated. On something stronger than just nicotine. “I’m
really not going to find out who you are, am I?”“No,” Victor said. “And you wouldn’t want to.”“A
shame.” Georg sighed and perched herself on a crate and used a hand to wipe something from
her jeans. “Let’s do some business.”Victor nodded. “I take it you have all the goods on the
list.”Georg counted off on her fingers as she said, “Russian army blasting caps, nine-millimeter
pistol with threaded barrel, silencer, pick gun and fourteen pounds of
cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine with the bits to make it go ka-boom. Did I pronounce that right, by
the way?”“You did,” Victor assured. “I want to check everything.”“Of course, my boy, I would have
expected nothing less. You’re a professional, after all.” She drew out the words. “But so am I. And
I’d like to see the money first.”With his free hand, Victor slowly reached into an outer pocket. He
did so while closely watching what the muscle and the guide were doing. There were no tension-
relieving gestures, no shifting of weight, nothing to suggest they were waiting to put a pre-
planned course of action into play when he showed he had the money. Satisfied this wasn’t an
ambush, Victor withdrew the slim bundle of hundred-euro notes.Georg dropped down from the
crate and inched closer. She stared at the money. “That doesn’t look like enough to me.”“It’s half
of it.”Georg’s eyes rose to meet Victor’s. She spoke quietly, menacingly. “Then you’ve not only
wasted my time but insulted me. And neither is a very wise move for a man in your
position.”“After I have the goods you can come with me to pick up the rest of the money,” Victor
explained. “Or send one of your men to do so.”“That’s not how I do business.”“And ferries, empty
warehouses and guards with forty-fives aren’t how I do business,” Victor countered. “This is the
price you pay for how things have been conducted thus far.”The muscle touched a hand to his
gun. His expression was half-surprised, half-annoyed. Georg considered for a few
seconds.“What’s to stop me taking that money and having the location of the second half beaten
out of you?”The guide and the muscle both stiffened in readiness for what might follow.Victor
kept his gaze locked on Georg. “One, you’d lose a valuable future customer. And two,” he said,
voice calm, emotionless. “I’d kill you and your men inside ten seconds.”The muscle didn’t like
that answer. His scowl intensified and his knuckles whitened. The guide’s back straightened.
Victor ignored them both. He watched Georg’s reaction, first shock and anger that eventually
became a smile and Victor knew he’d played it correctly.“Okay,” she said, “we’ll do it your way.”•
Chapter 6 •Victor heard them a few seconds before he saw them. They entered fast, through the



entrance on the wall next to the sink—five men full of intent, four with guns in hand. One
shotgun. Three handguns. They didn’t move or look like trained professionals but the way they
held their weapons showed they were no strangers to violence.The muscle reacted fast, turning
and reaching for the Colt, but a shout to stop and muzzles pointed his way made him think twice.
The guide showed the palms of his hands while Georg kicked a crate in anger, or disgust or
both.Victor remained as he was. Aside from the elevator there was no exit close enough to risk
moving to, and no way to get the shutter opened and closed before bullets started taking pieces
out of him. Until he knew what was happening, there was nothing else he could do.As he
entered, the last of the intruders shouted, “Ah, my dear Georg. Fancy finding you here.”He was
short, slight of build, dressed in a cheap suit. His hands were free of weapons but Victor paid
him the most attention. The others moved closer and spread out, one covering Georg, the guide
and Victor. Two at the muscle. The one with the shotgun pointed it at Victor. Typical.Georg held
her arms out questioningly. “What are you doing here, Krausse?”The man in the cheap suit
stepped into the light. He was maybe forty years old. His thinning hair was black and short.
Pockmarks covered the skin of his cheeks and forehead.“I could ask you the same thing, Georg,”
Krausse said, glancing around. “But it looks to me like you’re conducting some business, and
without my prior knowledge.”“Get out of here, Krausse,” Georg shouted, “and take your clowns
with you. What we’re doing has nothing to do with you.”“Oh, but it does,” Krausse laughed. “We’re
business partners, remember?”“We were,” Georg corrected.Malice was in Krausse’s smile. “I’ll
be the judge of that.” He looked at Victor. “Who’s the suit?”“What does it matter? He’s no one.”“It
matters.” Krausse gestured Victor’s way. “Who are you?”Victor stood casually. “Like she said, no
one.”“You will be no one if you don’t tell me what you’re doing here.”Victor glanced at each of
Krausse’s men. The three with handguns were twitchy—lots of little movements, swallowing.
Light caught the sweat on their skin. The one with the shotgun was calmer, more focused, his
small eyes barely blinking. The nostrils of his flat, misshapen nose flexed with relaxed, regular
breaths.After a moment Victor said, “I’m making a buy.”“And what are you buying?”“Flowers for
my mother.”A couple of Krausse’s men smiled.Krausse exhaled. “Funny fucker, aren’t you?”“I’m
reading a joke book.”Georg looked over a shoulder. “Do us all a favor and stay quiet.”“That’s
good advice,” Krausse said. “We don’t have to get unpleasant. I’m just here to take my rightful
share of any transactions.”“You mean you’re here to steal,” Georg said.Krausse smirked in
response. “If that’s how you want to put it, my sweet, I’m not going to argue.” He turned to Victor.
“What are you buying? And think about your answer before you speak this time.”Victor remained
silent.“He’s buying explosives,” Georg said after a few seconds. “A gun, stuff like
that.”“Interesting.” Krausse raised his eyebrows at Victor and nodded. “Are they for your mother
too?”“She likes to stay active.”Krausse laughed and his men joined him, guns lowering a few
inches. Victor watched the guy with the shotgun turn to one of the others and shake his head in
disbelief. The shotgun barrel angled down a fraction.Krausse looked back to Georg. “Where the
hell did you find this guy?”“He found me.”“Figures. Just how much explosive is he buying?”Georg
shrugged. “A reasonable amount.”Krausse smiled at Victor. “Then knowing Georg, you’ll be



paying an unreasonable amount for it.” He looked at one of his men. “Take his cash.”The man
who approached Victor was about the same height—an inch or two over six feet—but bigger at
the neck, shoulders and especially waistline. His face was hard, serious. He stank.“You
packing?” he asked as he came closer.Victor said, “Not unless you count my coffee.”In the edge
of his vision, Victor caught Georg glancing his way. Victor didn’t glance back.The gunman
lowered his weapon as he approached. “Just keep your hands where I can see them.”He patted
Victor down with his left hand. Not as thorough as Georg’s muscle, but thorough enough. The
man took the stack of money from Victor’s hand and held it up for Krausse to see. He half-turned
away from Victor to do so. Victor waited a second and took a small sidestep to the right.Krausse
didn’t look happy. “That’s not a lot of money.”Before anyone could respond, a cell phone rang.
Victor approved of the ringtone: Water Music by Handel. Krausse struggled to pull it from the
pocket of his suit trousers. He looked at the screen for a moment before denying the call.“I hate
these things. They rule your life,” he said, putting it back in the pocket. “Now, you were about to
tell me where the rest of the money is.”Victor didn’t say anything. He glanced at the other three of
Krausse’s men. They weren’t as stiff as they had been when they first arrived. They looked in
control, relaxing more as time ticked by. Comfortable.“He was going to take me to it after he’d
collected the stuff,” Georg explained.“Now he can take me instead.” Krausse looked at the guy
with the money. “Count it.”His back to Victor, the man put his gun into the left pocket of his jacket
and started thumbing through the notes.“Do I get to keep the goods I’m here for?” Victor
asked.Krausse said, “I told you that you’re funny.”“What if I say please?”Krausse laughed, turned
to his men with a look of amused astonishment. They smiled or shrugged back at him, guns as
close to their waists as shoulders. Victor took another small sidestep. The one counting the
money now blocked his line of sight to the two with handguns to his left. And vice versa.Victor
spoke to Krausse without looking at him. “Are you sure you won’t reconsider?”“Oh, I’m quite
sure,” Krausse said.“Then you leave me no choice.”Victor squeezed the coffee cup in his left
hand. The lid popped clear and he reached inside, drew out a black folding knife, extended the
blade and drove it into the lower back of the man in front of him.He stiffened and screamed,
dropping the money. Victor let go of the knife, grabbed the gun from the man’s pocket and
pointed it at Krausse’s head before anyone could react.The man with the knife in his back
groaned and sank to his knees. For a moment no one else moved or spoke. Hundred-euro notes
floated to the floor.Victor’s gaze flicked between the three other gunmen. Their guns were back
up and they were anxious, looking from him to Krausse and back again, waiting for orders. No
one looked like he was stupid enough to shoot while Victor had a gun on their boss, but he
couldn’t be certain.Krausse slowly clapped. “Impressive performance.” He glared at Victor.
“Bravo.”Victor glared back. “You should see what I do for an encore.”“Then let’s not go there.”“We
don’t have to,” Victor said. “I just want what I came here for.”The man with the knife in his back
tipped forward and fell onto his side. He lay in a fetal position. Blood pooled on the floor around
him. Victor had stabbed him between the spine and left kidney. A potentially mortal wound, but
he could be saved if treated soon. Victor hadn’t wanted to kill him outright in case it inspired one



of the others into seeking some kind of foolish vengeance resulting in them both getting killed.
These guys were likely friends and he wanted them more concerned about helping the wounded
man than anything else.Georg’s own guys were out of Victor’s field of view but he could see
Georg in his peripheral vision; while predictably nervous with the change in circumstances, she
was far from panicking. Victor hoped all three of them would have the intelligence to stay out of
the proceedings.Having a gun pointed at his brains didn’t seem to have much effect on Krausse.
His smile was gone but he was calm, annoyed more than scared.“So how are we going to do
this?” he asked.“Start by having your men drop their weapons.”Krausse shook his head. “I don’t
think so.”“I won’t tell you twice.”Krausse nodded as though he had expected that exact answer.
“You’re fast, my friend, but both you and I know you’re not fast enough to shoot me and all my
men before getting killed yourself. You’re not the suicidal type, are you?”“Not lately.”“Good. And I
know if I so much as try to tell my men to fire you’ll kill me before I finish the sentence.”“Before
you finish the first word.”“I believe you,” Krausse said. “So it’s a stalemate and we’ll all keep our
guns.”Krausse wasn’t the threat; his thugs were. But he was right—they were too spread out to
risk shooting at. If they weren’t, Victor would have shot them all already.He said, “I’m going to
leave the money where it is and then I’m going to walk out of here. You’re going to let me.”“What
about the other half of the money?”“It’s in a trash can on the corner of the street where
Ballindamm meets Alstertor.”“Then we’re done.”“Not quite. Where’s the equipment?” Victor
asked Georg.Georg was silent.“Tell him,” Krausse ordered.Georg’s voice was quiet, defeated.
“It’s in a van nearby. I’ll take you to it.”“No, no, no.” Krausse shook his head. “You stay here. We
haven’t finished.”“You’re going to get all the money,” Georg said. “Just go.”“You double-crossed
me, Georg. And this isn’t even the first time. I know about that deal you did for those Munich
fuckers without me. What kind of a man would I be if I let such disrespect go unpunished? That’s
the reason I came here, so we could discuss your betrayal,” Krausse explained. “Tell him where
the van is and give him the keys. You’re not going to need them again.”“No.”“Tell him.”Georg
straightened, defiant. “No.”“Tell him, Georg, or I’ll let my boys work off some of their frustration on
you until you feel like cooperating.”“Fuck you.”Victor knew what was going to happen in the
silence before Georg pulled a gun. When she did, Victor was already moving, gaining half a
second head start over the others. He dived behind a nearby stack of crates a moment ahead of
one of Krausse’s men opening fire. The loud report from the handgun echoed around the
warehouse.Blood splashed as Georg took the bullet in the left shoulder before she could fully
raise her small pistol. She stumbled, managed to fire at Krausse, but missed, the round blowing
a hole in the wall behind him. Georg corrected her aim for a second shot.A shotgun blast hit her
in the stomach.Georg collapsed backward, falling onto the sheeting heaped near the elevator.
Blood glistened on the plastic.Georg’s men panicked and drew their own guns. Victor watched
as the muscle was first to go down, bullets hitting him simultaneously in the chest and back. The
guide lived a little longer.When the shooting had stopped, Victor heard the clinking of expended
shells but, crouched down behind the crates, he couldn’t see Krausse or his men. There were no
groans or screams so he knew there was no one wounded. The man he’d stabbed was silent,



unconscious. Victor didn’t know what was going to happen next and standing up didn’t seem like
the best way to find out. If they planned on shooting him too, the crates would provide some
protection, assuming there was anything inside. If not, at least they blocked the line of sight.“You
can come out now,” Krausse said.“I’m actually quite comfortable where I am.”Krausse laughed.
“Tell me, my new best friend, how long are you planning on staying behind there?”Victor
checked the gun, a Glock 17. Aside from a few scratches it looked reasonably maintained. He
released the magazine, saw that it was loaded with 9 mm FMJs and quietly pushed it back into
place. He carefully moved the slide to look into the chamber. It seemed clean but he blew into it
in case there was any dirt. Glocks were as reliable as the sunset; still, it didn’t hurt to be sure.
Victor loaded a round into the chamber, pulling the slide slowly to lessen the noise.He said,
“Let’s say until you leave.”“I’m starting to like you,” Krausse said back. “And I really mean that. But
you know as well as I do that I can’t let that happen.”Victor thought quickly. He couldn’t stay
where he was for long. The more time he took to act, the more time they would have to surround
him. He slipped off his suit jacket.“What about our deal?”“Our deal?” Krausse laughed again.
“You mean the deal we made while you had a gun pointing at my face? If that’s the one you
mean, your bargaining position has been severely weakened since then.”Before the shooting
had started, Krausse was at Victor’s one o’clock, Shotgun at his two, and the two other men at
ten and nine. Victor figured that if he moved fast and Krausse and Shotgun hadn’t strayed too
far, he could drop them both before they could return fire. The problem was the guys at nine and
ten o’clock, and the fact that if Victor killed Krausse and Shotgun he would get bullets in the ribs
from the other two in return. Alternatively, if he killed those two, shotgun pellets would shred him
instead.Victor heard whispering but couldn’t decipher the words. He could guess the topic of
conversation well enough however. Him, or more specifically, how best to kill him. They were
unlikely to be students of military tactics, but it wasn’t difficult to pull off a pincer movement when
outnumbering the enemy four to one. And even Sun Tzu would find it hard to come up with a
workable defense against such an attack. Think, Victor told himself.Overhead, a strip light
flickered.He heard footsteps approaching from either flank. In moments they would attack from
both sides at once. He’d be dead in seconds. No time left to formulate a plan.He fired.• Chapter
7 •The first strip light exploded in a shower of sparks and glass. Victor took out another three
lights with his next three bullets, needing an extra shot to destroy the fifth. The last to go was the
strip light directly above him and he used his left arm as a shield against the raining shards of
glass that followed its destruction.The floor plunged into darkness.Victor threw himself to the
floor on his right, head and arms now out of the cover of the crates. He couldn’t see anyone but
fired at where Shotgun had been standing a few seconds before. Two shots, a double tap, torso
height.The yelp and sound of stumbling told him he’d scored a hit but not a fatal one. The
Glock’s muzzle flash gave away his position and he immediately rolled clear before the returning
fire blew holes through the wooden floor.Victor was on his feet and moving fast, not caring about
the noise he made, only concerned about putting some distance between him and his enemies.
He knew there was a corridor of clear space through the stacks of crates and he blindly headed



down it. He heard bullets strike crates behind him. Sparks flew as one struck a metal pillar.He
stopped moving after a few seconds, crouched, paused, evaluated. He was somewhere on the
other side of the elevator. Though he couldn’t see exactly where, he referred to the image of the
layout in his head to get some bearings, reaching out a hand to guide himself into cover.Victor
could hear Shotgun grunting and cursing, Krausse trying to get him to shut up. The other two
weren’t speaking. Their careful footsteps were quiet but still audible. Glass crunched under
shoes. Maybe thirty feet away.Victor did a quick ammo count. The Glock held seventeen rounds
in a full magazine. He’d used six bullets to take out the lights and two on Shotgun. Nine left.
Krausse’s men had all fired a few rounds and so far no one had reloaded. He expected they
would only after they’d depleted their magazines. Most people did. When that happened Victor
might gain a window of opportunity, but he knew it could be a long wait until that opportunity
presented itself.Shotgun’s grunting ceased. Either he had taken control of his pain or someone
had clasped a hand over his mouth. Victor had heard no sound of him collapsing to the ground
so he was still on his feet, and if he was on his feet he was still dangerous. He didn’t have to have
a good shot to hit Victor with a spread of buckshot.He looked around. The central area of the
warehouse was in complete darkness. Visibility was so limited that Victor could barely make out
the Glock in his hand. The tall windows on each wall allowed some artificial light from the
streetlights outside into the area, but not enough to see by unless someone strayed close to the
walls. The light penetrated no more than a couple of yards and Krausse and his men weren’t so
stupid as to go near those areas.Victor untied his laces and slipped off his shoes. He took one
into his left hand. With just socks on his feet, he made no sound when he moved. The glass from
the exploded strip lights lay along the center of the space, and Victor planned to go nowhere
near there. He stayed low, his left hand outstretched to guard against any collisions, and crept
over to the wall on his right. He was careful to move along the exact center between the two
areas of light shining through the windows.He pressed his back against the wall and peered into
the dark. If he couldn’t see his enemies then at least he couldn’t be seen either. It would take
maybe fifteen minutes until his eyes adjusted to the lack of light, but he doubted he could remain
hidden from four men for that length of time or sightlessly find his way to an exit undiscovered.
His only option was to kill them before they killed him.He concentrated on listening. He could
hear tentative footsteps and the creaking of floorboards in several places. No more glass
crunched, so Victor knew they were staying away from the center space. He estimated the
origins of the noise but he didn’t have enough bullets to trust to sound only. That was why he had
the shoe.As soon as he had a good idea of the location of the closest gunmen, he threw the
shoe lightly toward where he’d been previously crouching near the elevator. When it landed, it
didn’t sound much like a person moving, but to guys high on adrenaline it was close
enough.Muzzle flashes broke the darkness.Twin bull’s-eyes.Victor put two rounds in close
proximity to where the nearest flash had appeared, switched his aim, fired another two at the
second and dropped to the floor.A shotgun blast took a chunk from the wall a couple of feet to
the right of his head and sprayed brick dust into his face. Before he could shoot back, the



shotgun fired again, and again, blowing holes in the masonry above him. Small pieces of
brickwork dropped down over him.He kept low until the shooting had stopped. Brick dust and grit
covered his head and shoulders, and was in his eyes and mouth. Apart from the pain and
irritation, he wasn’t concerned about his eyes. He couldn’t see anyway. But he was fighting back
coughing from the dust in his throat. He spat it out as quietly as he could.Someone started
wailing and thrashing about, agony overriding the need for stealth. Krausse wasn’t trying to shut
his man up this time. He didn’t want to give himself away and end up in a similar situation. Victor
didn’t know if the other guy he’d shot at was dead or if he’d missed. He had to assume he was
combat-ready. Shotgun had shown he could still shoot and Victor imagined Krausse now had a
gun in his hands too. That made three enemies. The Glock had five rounds left. Not even enough
for two shots at each. A slim margin for error, considering he was virtually blind.Victor kept low
and moved away from the wall, found some more cover. His eyes streamed water. He kept his
left hand out before him to feel his way around obstacles so he could blink rapidly to try to flush
the dirt from his eyes.He changed position, proceeding slowly, conscious he was heading
toward the line of broken glass. With the shot guy’s screams masking every other sound, Victor
needed to be careful not to collide with one of Krausse’s men. He didn’t know if they were
stationary or moving about. If the stairs were on Victor’s side of the floor, he would have made a
break for them, but the only exits were the far side of his enemies.
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Friedemann Schaefer, “Excellent suspense with a flaw. The flaw I found unacceptable was the
one in which the target (Victor) of the highly trained, intelligent and efficient Israeli team bound
his hands in front of him instead of behind him while in a sedan flanked by only one operator with
a gun who happened to be distracted for a second, and thereby overpowered not only him but
the entire team and driver riding in the car!  I don't know much but I'm not totally dum.”

Sean Riley, “Tom Wood is now on 'the list'. I have to admit to being a bit of an 'espionage, super
assassin' novel junkie. There are certain authors who are on my list of automatic purchase when
they publish a new book. Brad Thor, Lee Child, Marc Cameron, etc. Tom Wood just got put on
that list.Both this book and the one before were some of the best I've read of the genre. I read
both back to back so I'm not going to distinguish one versus the other. Both were well written
with interesting characters and plots. I really enjoyed how the protagonist starts out as someone
who you're prepared to dislike but twists in the opposite direction. Even better, if I spotted any
stupid mistakes, they were few and minor. I'm still laughing about the Sig Sauer revolver with a
safety in someone else's books. Anyway, both of his books were engaging and not quite the
easy reads that some other authors publish.”

Gerri D., “... halfway through "The Enemy" but I have not been disappointed yet. Victor is skillful. I
am about halfway through "The Enemy" but I have not been disappointed yet. Victor is skillful,
resourceful, and extremely disciplined. Respect is due him because he meticulously prepares
for each assignment He is not restricted by conscience, after having evaluated and accepted an
assignment. I believe him to be likable because he only kills the bad guys. Mr. Wood himself is
extremely talented in plotting every nuance of a gun battle or an escape attempt. This is the
second Tom Wood book I have read; and I am putting him on my "automatic buy" list.”

Book Worm, “Two Thumbs Up for Victor!!. I am a very big fan of Tom Wood. The Enemy is story
full of action, intrigue and a very accomplished assassin. Victor, who was a freelance assassin,
has been given another assignment by his handler the assistant director of the CIA.
Unfortunately Victor can't plan his hits like he is accustomed to doing. Instead is sent out into
action with only a few days or less to accomplish his job. Being careful and not making mistakes
has helped him to keep his identity a secret, but his new handler does not care about this sends
him head first into a dangerous situation. Now Victor is being stalked by another assassin who
wants to kill Victor and also has concerns regarding his new boss. Will he survive this mission or
will this be his last.”

Thomas D. John, “Complicated, edge-of-the seat, thriller!. Victor is now working for the CIA, and
thrust into the turf war between to arms dealers. When Victor attempts to complete an
assignment, he discovers a third party is interested in the transaction, and they are from Israeli



intelligence. So now, in addition to attempting to carry out his assignment for the CIA, Victor
must also avoid the attentions of the Kidon, the secretive group of Israeli assassins. Wood spins
a complicated tale, but is incredibly faithful to be realistic, rich in detail, and never in a hurry to
move the story. He trusts the reader to be able to follow a complicated plot line, with competing
interests, and various characters. These are highly interesting and satisfying novels. Wood is an
accomplished author.”

Richard Hallberg, “One of my new favorite authors.. Tom Wood is one of my new (to me) favorite
writers. I love the genre and found him through following Mark Greaney and Josh Hood’s works.
Victor the assassin is a great character, I particularly appreciate the research and accuracy that
Tom Wood employs. The author is able to build and escalate the story to an exciting crescendo! I
will be buying all of Tom Wood’s books from now on, I am a convert. Well done sir!”

Mike, “At least-A decent thriller. I read a lot, mostly while working out etc.... I have to admit,that
most of the books I've read lately are dreck, consisting of terrible implausible writing. I'd put
90% in that category. Some are so bad that I just don't bother to finish them.I'm happy to say
that this series, so far has turned out to be the exception to this. Well thought out plot.
Plausible characters and enough high tech info to make it interesting.  Keep up the good work!”

cowboy, “Well written and one of the best of this genre.. I was pleasantly surprised after reading
the first book in this series and am totally hooked on this series of novels. The action is pretty
much non stop with short breaks for character development .The action continues to the end of
each book. This series should be read in published order to follow subtle changes with the
characters. If you liked the old Vince Flynn you will enjoy this series. A definite buy
recommendation.”

J. Morris, “He's done it again folks. Victor is an assassin at the top of his game. Situations have
meant that Victor is now in the employ of the C.I.A. but after a swathe of rushed jobs from this
new employer, he is less than impressed with the handling of their affairs. When a botched-job
results in a chaotic situation between two international arms dealers, Victor begins to realise that
his newfound empoyer may not have his best interests at heart, will Victor manage to survive this
time?The Enemy is Tom Woods second novel - the first being the critically acclaimed 
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- The book comes plastered in references to Lee Childs Jack Reacher character and
basically every blurb refers to other authors in the same vein. So when I picked this up, I wasn't
really expecting anything innovative or different from the usual fare of Lee Child, Matt Hilton &
Harlen Coben with their one-man invincible characters (Jack Reacher, Joe Hunter & Myron
Bolitar respectively).What followed was one of the better written stories I have read in a while.
Whilst Woods character Victor is a one-man show himself, he's the bad guy. Seemingly amoral
and as close to inanimate as a human can get. We actually learn very little about Victor; but it's
difficult not to root for the guy though when you see his MacGyver style skills and strict military
discipline - the character is a true artisan. Woods writes very fluently in a descriptive style that is
easy to follow, even the hand-to-hand fights are vivid and clear. The conspiracy element to this
book means that it's not just another gung-ho novel, there is some surveillance, reconnaissance
and espionage which makes for a tenser read than the character just waltzing in armed to the
teeth, safe in the knowledge that the author would never kill off his main character. Most
importantly; Victor is fallible and doesn't have the omnipotence gifted to every other lone-wolf
character and this is very refreshing.All in all, if you like Child, Hilton, Coben or Mariani then you
are sure to love this book, but you'll come away thinking you've just read something slightly more
intelligent than the novelisation of a straight-to-DVD action movie. Highly recommended for
action-novel fans!”

Luca Veste, “A fast paced, thrill ride of a novel!. Victor is back...Tom Wood burst onto the scene
last year with his debut novel `The Hunter'. Introducing a new anti-hero in Victor, an assassin for
hire, `The Hunter' was a lesson in action thriller writing. Following such an excellent debut is no
easy task.After the explosive first chapter however, any worries about Wood living up to the high
standard he set last year disappear. From the first page, it's clear you're in safe hands. Wood has
an innate sense of how to tell an intricate story, with the plot strands weaving together to create
an expansive story set in a number of different countries.Now, for a little confession...I generally
dislike books in this genre. But, in the same vein of my enjoying Matt Hilton's series of Joe
Hunter books, Tom Wood has created an incredible way of telling this kind of story, which allows
a reader to suspend their disbelief throughout. You'll go with Victor on his journey, wherever it
takes you, purely due to the fact Wood is a quite mesmerising writer. His prose is sparse yet
absorbing, with an excellent knack for description and detail which never intrudes on the
story.More aspects of Victor's personality are revealed in 'The Enemy', his intelligence coming to
the fore in this tale. Always one step ahead of his enemy, there's a reason why he's stayed alive
for so long. On the surface, he's an evil man. Killing without emotion or reason. Yet, you can't
help but root for him as he becomes the target, which is a real skill with this type of character.,



`The Enemy' firmly puts Tom Wood at the top echelons of his genre. Great characterisation,
complex yet eminently readable, and so suspenseful, it will keep you up all night turning the next
page until the end. This was a joy to read, and I can't wait for the next instalment.”

mike, “Victor, assassin or life saver?. To describe this book as unputdownable is simple an
understatement.The unpredictable action just never stops. Victor the assassin somehow comes
across as a likeable guy in an unlikely job.He is either on the threshold of life and death as he
pursues his targets, or in the same position as he is pursued by an understandably angry swarm
of human hornets whose nest he has just stirred up.The description of the action in the field is
nail-biting, the double-crosses keepcoming,and Victor needs to be full of surprises if he is to
survive, leave alone meet his objectives.Victor has been compared with Jack Reacher. I enjoyed
the first few Reacher novelsbut eventually abandoned them, as Reacher does not seem to
possess a soul.Even an assassin needs a soul to make him human, and thereby someone we
fellow humans can identify with, despite the job. Whatever,I hope Tom Wood continues with the
Victor novels. Thanks to Tom Wood for releasing his books on Kindle.”

The book by Tom Wood has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 899 people have provided feedback.
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